
HAZEL TELLS LAVERNE

Hazel Tells Laverne. last night im cleanin out my howard johnsons ladies room when all of a sudden up pops this frog
musta come from the sewer swimmin.

Is it conveyed through denotative or connotative language? Furthermore, the fact that Hazel is a maid also
symbolizes the portrayal of women in society; they only had low, minimal skilled positions. It is satire on
society, this lady has been courrputed by society so much that she calls an obviously magical frog a pervert
because the ideals that society run so deep in her psyche. After the three days, the frog becomes a prince and
the two live happily ever after. Hazel feels she is not worthy enough to be a princess, she lacks the self-esteem
and confidence needed to believe that one, especially a woman, can do great things beyond cleaning a toilet.
However, in Hazel tells LaVerne, there is no happily ever after. How does Hazel's use of language reveal her
personality? But it's about how women were treated in the 18th century. She doesn't believe she's worth
something better because she's just a maid, and just a woman. Here on Maple Street, civilized high white walls
and proper doors with knockers shaped. It stirs up images of some ultras teal and orange building with rooms
that smell of cigarettes. February 6, at PM Anonymous said For instance, the structure of the poem is â€¦well
there is no structure. What is the theme? There is no punctuation not even a period at the end of the entire
poem , and the language used is reminiscent of southern broken English. For instance, Hazel would need to
kiss the frog a man in order for her to become a princess. In many ways I believe that the language use itself is
what creates the poem's humor. For example, in the poem, Hazel is driven to believe that she amounts to
nothing more than a maid; and that the thought of becoming a princess is complete foolishness. It was a
male-dominant world and they had no respect for women. This poem is ironic and if you try to understand it
you won't be able to. All of you are wrong, This poem is about the loss of innocence.


